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Simplest Telescope (‘Galilean’)

Your eye is not a camera or piece of film.

• Rays coming into your eye must be parallel

• Your eye then refocuses them on the retina

• Lets in much more light than pinhole camera: larger d

• Magnification: M = f1 / f2
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Simplest Telescope (modified)

‘Keplerian’ Telescope
Same idea as Galilean, but uses all convex lenses

• Allows wider field-of-view

• Easier to build convex vs. concave lenses

• Image is upside-down
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Common Newtonian / Keplerian telescopes



Simplest Magnifying Glass

Nearly all optical systems require an eyepiece to make 
rays parallel — but magnifying glass is an exception since 
you adjust it manually until rays are parallel (i.e., ‘in focus’).
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Geometric Optics Applet (above)

• http://phet.colorado.edu/sims/geometric-optics/geometric-optics_en.html

More ray-tracing examples

• http://www.physicsinsights.org/ideal_lm_images_1.html

Ray-tracing compound lenses

• http://www.colorado.edu/physics/phys1230/phys1230_fa01/topic27.html

http://phet.colorado.edu/sims/geometric-optics/geometric-optics_en.html
http://www.physicsinsights.org/ideal_lm_images_1.html
http://www.colorado.edu/physics/phys1230/phys1230_fa01/topic27.html


Three problems with lenses…

1. Chromatic aberration:

      n = f(λ)         dispersion



Different wavelengths
have different focal lengths



Most common strategy for correcting for chromatic aberration:
Add lens elements to re-bend each wavelength and correct for 
dispersion



10 stacked lenses… 
most to deal with chromatic aberration

Nikon 85mm f/1.4 camera lens



2.  Although glass looks clear, it’s not.
     Glass lenses not useful for IR or UV optics
     Transmission decreases with thickness

Three problems with lenses…



3. Glass sags under its own weight: 225 kg in 1-meter 
Yerkes refractor, largest ever built.
“From these tests it appears that the character of the image varies with the 
position of the lenses relative to each other… it is probable that flexure of 
the lenses is the principal cause of the observed changes, and it is interesting 
to note that there is here evidence that we are approaching the limit of size 
in the construction of great objectives.”

Three problems with lenses…



For these reasons, nearly all modern telescopes use 
mirrors instead of lenses.

• Mirrors have zero chromatic aberration

• Can be built thin or supported by other structures

• Telescope is often shorter because mirrors ‘fold’ 
the optical path

• Mirror coating (Al, Au, Ag, etc) can be optimized for 
the wavelength range

• Principles of optics and ray-tracing are identical for 
mirrors and lenses



Simplest Reflector Telescope (‘Prime Focus’)

Focal plane is inside the telescope itself

• Bit awkward to put film, eyepiece, etc. there unless 
telescope is really big.
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200” Palomar Telescope, California



Edwin Hubble at prime focus of 200” Palomar telescope (1950?)



SALT is one of the few modern 
optical prime-focus telescopes



Radio telescopes (such as 300-meter Arecibo in Puerto Rico) 
are often prime focus



HartRAO 26-meter 
was built as prime-
focus, but now uses 
secondary reflector.



Newtonian Reflector Telescope

Uses flat mirror inside telescope to move focal point 
outside.
Con: Blocks aperture at center
Very common design today, especially for smaller amateur 
telescopes.
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Cassegrain Reflector Telescope

• Uses mirror inside telescope to move focal point outside, behind primary.

• Primary mirror is a donut! (Aperture is partially blocked.)

• Secondary mirror can be flat, but is usually curved. 

• Nearly all modern research telescopes are some variety of Cassegrain.

• Main advantage over Newtonian is mechanical: it’s convenient to have 
focal plane near center of mass of telescope, so instruments / eyepiece 
are accessible, and telescope is compact.
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Tutorial today:         Go over PS #1
Lecture tomorrow:   Visit to Camera Obscura (meet here)
Thursday evening:    Observing Practical (~20h00)
Monday lecture:       Go over PS #2 with Prof. Booth


